Agenda June 2017
_______________________________________________________________________

What we do….

AtWork series: the new booklet AtWork Chapter 05, Modena
The new booklet of AtWork series which recounts the workshop titled Heterochrony held at Fondazione
Fotografia Modena from March 4th to 6th in 2016 will be published in June. Conducted by Simon Njami,
for the first time the AtWork workshop dealt entirely with the photographic image, involving the aspiring
photographers, videoartists and curators. The workshop, full of stimuli and inspirations, engaged the
students in a critique session of their own productions and concluded with the inauguration of the
personal show of the photographer Santu Mofokeng, the winner of the International Prize for
Photography 2016. The booklet gathers contributions by the Educational Department of Fondazione
Fotografia Modena, Sara Vighi, the workshop participant, Silvia Mazzucchelli, who reviewed Mofokeng’s
exhibition, and a conversation between Simon Njami and Elena Korzhenevich. For more information on
this chapter click here.

WikiAfrica Schools program
WikiAfrica Schools program launched last month by lettera27 in partnership with Wiki in Africa is
starting its course. The program consists in a 6 months deep-dive pilot that builds Wikipedia knowledge
within 4 schools in South Africa with the objective of introducing WikiAfrica as part of each school’s
curriculum. WikiAfrica Schools aims to be an educational tool that contributes to increase the critical
thinking skills of the students and transform the schools from the mere knowledge receivers to
knowledge producers. This will also address the issue of the current lack of information on Africa by
Africans on internet by introducing a new generation of editors based in Africa, to Wikipedia.

Why Africa? next issues
This monthly lettera27’s column presents the review of the Nigeria Pavilion at the 57th Venice Biennale
written by Stefania Ragusa. Nigeria makes its debut in Venice with an exhibition titled How about now?,
a timeline which presents an opportunity for the nation to reflect on its history and heritage suggesting a
stance for contemporaneity. Stefania Ragusa has interviewed the artists Victor Ehikhamenor, Peju Alatise
and Qudus Onikeku and one of the pavilion’s curators Emmanuel Iduma.

AtWork Addis Ababa - notebooks exhibited in Paris
Moleskine Store, Forum Des Halles, Paris, France
The exhibition of the AtWork notebooks at the Moleskine store in Paris goes on. Four new notebooks
from different AtWork Chapters and Lab are going to replace the ones from AtWork Chapter 06 Addis
Ababa exhibited from April to May. The new notebooks are made by Serge Nemlin (AtWork Abidjan
Chapter 02), Abdel Kader Diakhatè (AtWork Dakar Chapter 01), Samar Aleskafi (AtWork Lab Manama),
Hailu Kifle (AtWork Addis Ababa, Chapter 06).

What we partecipate in:

Drawing challenges / Les défis du dessin - Workshop
June 2- 3d, Ecole normale supérieure, Parigi, Francia
In joint venture with the Thinking through Drawing project, the Cambridge School of Art/Anglia Ruskin
University, and the AtWork initiative, Institut Nicod organizes a two-day workshop in Paris on June 2-3,
2017, in the framework of the IRIS PSL initiative Création, cognition, société. The workshop is part of the
activities of Roberto Casati's EHESS seminar, Les outils pour la connaissance: une théorie du design et de
ses conséquences sociales. The workshop will address the epistemic virtues of drawing and the mechanics
of discoveries through drawing. Adama Sanneh, lettera27 Program Director, is going to be one of the
speakers presenting “AtWork - A drawing device as catalyst of social innovation”. Among the 20 workshop
participants, coming from different disciplines, are Elena Korzhenevich and Tania Gianesin from lettera27.

The White Hunter, African memories and representations
Until June 06th, FM Centro per l’Arte Contemporanea, Milan, Italy
Last days to visit the exhibition “The White Hunter, African memories and representations” and to
participate in the program of seminars and conferences organized in collaboration with lettera27
Foundation. The latest double appointment of May was helded on May 29th with the artist Sammy Baloji:
an encounter with Camilla Pagani, professor and researcher, and Gabriele Salmi manager of the
Lubumbashi Biennale, organized by Silvia Riva at Milan - Università degli Studi followed by Baloji’s talk and
screening of his video Pungulume at Frigoriferi Milanesi.
In June we highlight:
June 6th, FOCUS AFRICA an evening event in the frame of the Milano PhotoWeek.
6.30 p.m. finissage and presentation of the exhibition catalogue.
9.00 p.m. in collaboration with Lagos Photo Festival screening of Snapshots. Made specially for this
occasion, it proposes the artworks of the most representative authors of the Contemporary African
Photography. Concluding the night the screening of the documentary: African Photo. Mama Casset by
Elisa Mereghetti and the exhibition of the unpublished reportage from Bamako (Mali, April 1980) by
Antonia Mulas.

What we suggest…

Venice Biennale
May 13th - November 26th, Venice, Italy
The 57th International Art Exhibition, titled VIVA ARTE VIVA and curated by Christine Macel has begun.
This year Africa is represented by 8 national pavilions:
The Zimbabwe Pavilion, curated by Raphael Chikukwa, chief curator of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe,
who presents an exhibition titled Deconstructing Boundaries which gather the artists Admire
Kamudzengere, Charles Bhebhe, Dana Whabira and Sylvester Mbayi.
The Nigeria Pavilion, for the first time in Venice, curated by Adenrele Sonariwo and Emmanuel Iduma
which presents the work of Victor Ehikhamenor, Peju Alatise and Qudus Onikeku.
The Angola Pavilion with an exhibition by António Ole, one of Angola’s most widely known artists, who
presents a project named Magnetic Memory/Historical Resonance.
The Ivory Coast Pavilion which presents the work of four artists: Joachim Silue, Ouattara Watts, Joana
Choumali and Jems Robert Koko Bi, who was the leader of AtWork Chapter 02, Abidjan.
The Egypt Pavilion with the video installation “The Mountain” of Moataz Mohamed Nasr Eldin (our
partner of AtWork Cairo).
The Kenya Pavilion, curated by Jimmy Ogonga, which takes its title, Another Country, from a novel
written by the renowned African American author James Baldwin. The exhibiton brings together the
artists Arlene Wandera, Peterson Kamwathi, Paul Onditi, Richard Kimathi and Mwangi Hutter (find here
their notebook).
The Tunisia Pavilion, named The Absence Of Paths, which presents a project that not include artists but
individuals with firsthand experience on migration, issuing travel documents for visitors at different
locations around town.
We also point out the Diaspora Pavilion which is conceived as a challenge to the prevalence of national
pavilions within the structure of an international biennale. It takes its form from the coming together of
nineteen artists whose practices in many ways expand, complicate and even destabilise diaspora as
term, whilst highlighting the continued relevance that diaspora as a lived reality holds today. The
participating artists include: David Adjaye, Yinka Shonibare MBE, Larry Achiampong, Barby Asante, Sokari
Douglas Camp, Libita Clayton, Michael Forbes, Ellen Gallagher, Nicola Green, Joy Gregory, Isaac Julien,
Dave Lewis, Hew Locke, Susan Pui San Lok, Paul Maheke, Khadija Saye, Erika Tan, Barbara Walker, Abbas
Zahedi, Vong Phaophanit, Claire Oboussier and Kimathi Donkor (his work is also exhibited at C-Gallery
Milan until September 15th).

Nationless Pavilion
May 13th - November 26th, Fondaco Futuro, Venice, Italy
The third edition of the Nationless Pavilion, curated by Nation25 with the collaboration of Chloé Bonnie
More, examines the model of Fondaco, born in the X century, in its historical sense of a place of
accommodation and exchange of goods for the different cultures bordering on the Mediterranean.
The fondaco is a tool for reflecting on the first relationships between foreign communities, and their
cultural and economic dynamics, in the Mediterranean area. The Nationless Pavilion will try to reactivate
the network that has developed over the centuries in the Mediterranean through an exchange of
thought and not thanks to monetary economics. For a re-reading of the background between past
history and future perspective. For more information about Nationless Pavilion first edition and to see
the collective notebook made in that occasion during AtWork Lab Venice click here.

Écrire l’Afrique-Monde, a book by Achille Mbembe and Felwine Sarr
Available from June 1st
From October 28th to 31st 2016 Les Ateliers de la pensée took place in Dakar and Saint-Louis-du-Senegal.
It’s a platform for free thinking directed by Achille Mbembe and Felwine Sarr, which brought together
intellectuals and artists from the continent to reflect on the present and the development of Africa as a
center of transformations in the contemporary world. In fact, in this new century, Africa will be one of
the main terrains in which the future of the planet will be played, so it is the right time to renew a form
of critical thinking that can analyze and anticipate the challenges of our time. Écrire l’Afrique-Monde is
the result of the main debates that took place at Les Ateliers de la Pensée, the book is published by
Philippe Rey in collaboration with Jimsaan.

Erminia De Luca at Milano Photo Week 2017
June 5th, 17:00-21:00, Spazio Carnì, via Tortona 20, Milan, Italy
PhotoWeek is born in Milan(June 5th-11th), the first event entirely dedicated to photography in Milan. A
wide program gathers more than 150 proposals for developing and promoting the multiple languages of
the artistic medium, through exhibitions, talks, publishing projects and more.
In this frame Erminia De Luca shows her artworks in the exhibition titled "Il paese che è laggiù” which
includes 20 images of the Garganic territory. The book “Paese che porti paesaggio, grazia dei sensi, la
poesia t’incanta" will also be presented on this occasion. Pictures and words by Erminia De Luca,
afterword by Salvatore Ritrovato. Erminia De Luca is an AtWork artist. She contributed with an amazing
artpiece to the crowdfunding campaign supporting AtWork Addis Abeba 2016. You can browse through
her notebook “Senza Guanti. Segni senza pensiero. Il racconto spontaneo di una mano sporca di colore”
here.

documenta
From June 10th to September 17th, Kassel, Germany
Labeled as one of the most prestigious contemporary art events documenta, reached edition number 14.
This year Artistic Director Adam Szymczyk has proposed a twofold structure for the exhibition, as
reflected in the working title “Learning from Athens.” In 2017, Kassel and the Greek capital will host the
exhibition on an equal footing: Kassel has relinquished its hitherto undisputed position as the central
exhibition venue in favor of another role, namely that of a guest in Athens. The different locations and
divergent historical, socioeconomic, and cultural backgrounds of Kassel and Athens have come to bear
on the actual process of creating the two parts of the exhibition, while inspiring and influencing the
individual works of art at the same time. For documenta 14, participating artists have been invited to
think and produce within the context of the emerging dynamic relationship between these two cities
and to develop a work for each of the two locations. Among the numerous artists that will be present in
Kassel we are happy to single out Bili Bidjocka, AtWork Milan leader, Mwangi Hutter and Pélagie
Gbaguidi, our supporters and part of our collection, and Theo Eshetu, who is making a new artist
notebook for us.

Art Basel
From June 15th to 18th, Basel, Switzerland
Art Basel holds the world's premier Modern and contemporary art fairs, staged annually in Basel, Miami
Beach, and Hong Kong. A driving force in supporting the role that galleries play in nurturing the careers
of their artists, Art Basel frequently expands its platforms to include the newest developments in the
visual arts. Basel show brings the international art world together, with 291 of the world's leading
galleries showing the works of over 4,000 artists. A full program of artworld talks takes place each day.
Exhibitions and events are also offered by cultural institutions in Basel and the surrounding area,
creating an exciting, region-wide art week. Among the many artist exhibited we remark Sue Williamson
at Goodman Gallery booth, here is her notebook for our collection. Art Basel has been a precious
partner for lettera27’s crowdfunding campaign hosted on their platform last year. As a result, we were
able to implement AtWork Chapter 06, Addis Ababa in Ethiopia in December 2016.

AFRICA. Telling a world
From June 27th to September 11th, PAC, Milan, Italy
With the exhibition AFRICA. Telling a world from June 27th to September 11th 2017 Milan’s PAC
continues its exploration of the continent following the route of art, with a selection of artists and
narratives that not only live and entrench their African roots in the world, but who and which also
experience its Diaspora. Retracing their diversity, the exhibition will allow visitors an understanding of
the universality of the contemporary African scene South of the Sahara, unveiling the immediate and
growing spirit, without hiding the violence and matching immediacy of the worlds that make it up.
33 artists who embody the multiplicity of their social contexts today, will offer visitors visual and
narrative works through a quadruple reading of contemporary art in Africa south of the Sahara: from the
After Independence artists, masters of their art and very closely tied to their cultural universe, through
the theme of Identity Introspection that highlights a number of engagé artists, until a Generation Africa
which affirms its active participation in the world and, finally, the path of contemporary African artists
who deal with the category of The Body and the Politics of Distance. The exhibition is curated by Adelina
von Furstenberg, video and performance are curated by Ginevra Bria.

